INCIDENT:  Sexual Assault *(UMPD Crime Alert #13-1)*

LOCATION:  West Quad, 541 Thompson

DATE & TIME:  Jan.13, 2013, between 12:45 am and 1:30 am

SUMMARY:  A female student reported to U-M Police that she was sexually assaulted by a male she had just met. U-M Police are requesting information to identify this subject.

SUSPECT DESCRIPTION:  Asian male, college-age, approximately 5'6"-5'8", thin build, black hair, wearing a royal blue top over a white t-shirt and black pants. *A video image can be found at www.police.umich.edu*

If you have any information, contact **U-M Police at 734/763-1131** or U-M’s Anonymous Tip Line (800)863-1355